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Paper Money Whole No. 181

by WILLIAM BRANDIMORE

What is it about General Francis E. Spinner that intrigues
me so? Perhaps, as a public servant myself, it is my re-
spect and admiration for a man who was an outstanding
"Bureaucrat" when that term held the respect of the pub-
lic. At one time the term bureaucrat stood for govern-
ment employees who did things fairly and without favor;
people who strove to be efficient government servants,
with a plan of action and the energy to carry it out

HERE is a wealth of anecdotal material available to
illustrate this side of Spinner's nature. Perhaps fore-
most is one reported by Dr. Frank Limpert, a Royal

Oak, Michigan dentist and fractional currency collector who
wrote two extremely interesting booklets on his personal col-
lecting passion ... fractional currency.

Writing in United States Postage Currency August 1862 May
1863 and Fractional Currency October 1863 February 1876
(published privately, 1946) Limpert describes Spinner's prepa-
ration for governmental service at the highest levels appren-
ticed as a confectioner, later a merchant in Herkimer, NY and
then cashier and eventually president of the Mohawk Valley
Bank. Spinner served as a major general in the state militia. He
was elected to Congress by the Democratic party in 1854 and
then to two succeeding terms by the Republicans. Spinner was
then appointed Treasurer of the United States on March 16,
1861 by Secretary of the Treasury, Salmon P. Chase.

At this time in our history, just prior to the start of our Civil
War, the U.S. government was spending $8,000,000 per month.
Within 60 days, due to the onset of that war, this figure would
reach $2,000,000 per day. Money to meet the needs of com-
merce and especially small change needs in such a whirlwind
economy would tax the Treasury Department. Spinner was
equal to the challenge.

Matt Rothert, in his classic Guide Book of United States Frac-
tional Currency, relates that, with the coin shortage caused by
widespread hoarding of small change, Spinner "conceived" the
idea of pasting stamps on small bits of Treasury paper to illus-
trate how printed notes would look. With that beginning, frac-
tional, or as it was described at first, postage currency, came
into being.

These small paper notes would serve their country well, with
over $368,000,000 worth printed during their 14 year term of
issue. They would stay "in service" until the early days of the
20th century, when they still appear infrequently, as mentioned
by old-time collector reminiscences in early issues of The Nu-
mismatist and other early numismatic publications.

During that 14 year period the National Currency Bureau,
which would in time become the Bureau of Printing and En-
graving, would become a virtual laboratory where fractional
currency would be utilized to assist in the development of dif-
ferent types of paper, inks, printing methods, anti-counterfeit-
ing techniques, etc., to the benefit of the rest of our nation's
currency printing operations.
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Proof example of the Colby/Spinner "autograph."
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Until his resignation in 1875, General Francis E. Spinner
would oversee this production in his role as treasurer. How
serious was he about his responsibilities? He was so intense in
his dedication to duty that after feeling uneasy one night, he
returned to the Treasury and learned from the watchman that
the door to one of the vaults had been found standing open.
Spinner slept at the Treasury from that day forward, and per-
sonally saw to the locking of the vaults each evening until his
retirement.

Even in later life Spinner continued to demonstrate his per-
sonal discipline and intellect, taking up the study of Greek for
recreation and mental discipline at the age of 80, during his
retirement in Jacksonville, Florida where he died at the age of
89 on December 31, 1890.

Spinner's personal self-assessment was that his introduction
of women to the public service was the high point of his career
and the accomplishment in which he took the greatest pride.
For an in-depth discussion of this facet of Spinner's service,
see Gene Hessler's excellent article, "Spinner's Ladies," in PA-
PER MONEY, March/April 1986.

Given Spinner's involvement in the development of U.S.
paper money, it is not surprising that upon the early counter-
feiting of the Third Issue 50-cent notes bearing theJusticevign-
eue, that design would be replaced by a 50-cent note bearing
Spinner's likeness. These "Spinner" notes would be issued from
December 5, 1864 to August 16, 1869 and would total
63,734,718 notes. They would also, if not by virtue of his pres-
ence at their birth, insure that Spinner and fractional currency
would become inseparable forever after, in any study of the
subject.

Spinner's expansive signature made him quite a celebrity in
the day before mass communications would bring the world
into our living rooms in routine fashion. When presented with
a note signed by Spinner, it's almost impossible to fail to take
note of his highly individualistic signature. He employed a
double-nibbed pen to achieve the broad strokes which became
a trademark. That pen is now in the Smithsonian Institution.
It might be considered inevitable that Spinner's likeness would
be featured on a note bearing his famous signature.

The notes themselves come in 19 "regular" issue varieties,
four proof varieties, and four different specimens. The notes
were issued with red or green backs, the red backs were the
earlier, and also the back for the "autograph" types. Green backs
were printed in type 1 and 2 design varieties. All of the red
back notes, and one variety of the green backs, displayed back
"surcharges," "A-2-6-5"; the rarest series was the surcharged
green back type 1 variety.

This shows the positions of the "A -2 -6 -5" surcharge. The "A" and "2" are
partially visible near top ovals. The "6" and "5" were printed inside the
ovals, in this instance.

Type 2 back design.

A number of rare varieties make the assembly of a set of
these notes a stimulating challenge. F(riedberg) 1330, an au-
tograph note with the signatures of Allison/New, was long felt
to be the rarest and most desirable of all fractional notes. We
now know that there are probably 30 such notes in existence,
making it rare, but less so than F1336, the "1-a" variety of the
green back issue with "A-2-6-5" surcharges, as probably less
than 20 examples of that variety are known.

The use of surcharges was common throughout the Second
and Third issues of fractional currency, as they were widely
utilized as an anti-counterfeiting measure. Just as the Justice
notes were counterfeited, so too were the Spinner notes, with
the type 2 green back design being the rarest of fractional coun-
terfeits 2-3 known, while the type 1 counterfeit is relatively
corn mon.

Along with "position" plate letters these surcharges create
the many varieties which make fractional collecting so fasci-
nating. Awareness of these position letters, as illustrated, en-
able the knowledgeable collector to "cherry pick" Third Issue
notes, both Justice and Spinner. With so much information
available it is hard to understand how so few people can be
cognizant of these features. Diagrams in Matt Rothert's 1963
"little black book" show one and all how to easily identify
these notes.

Spinner notes were printed in sheets of twelve. The note in
the upper left hand corner had a "1" in the little indentation
in the left edge design holding the word "fifty"—about mid-
point on the left side of the note. It also had an "a" directly
below the same device. Only one note per sheet had both the
"1" and the "a."

The next two notes along the top of the sheet had only the
position letter "a." Their location along an edge of the sheet
accounts for the fact that many "a" notes will display a red or
green printing smudge along the top of the note. The three
notes directly below the "1" and "a" note, on the left side of the
sheet, displayed only the "1." Notes in these positions will some-
times show a red or green printing smear on the left side of the
note, given their position on the left margin of the sheet. The
remaining six notes on the sheet have no "position" letters.

The breakdown is thus one "1 & A," two "a's," three "1 's"
and six no position lettervarieties; or a ratio of 1, 2, 3, 6. When
you pair this up with red backs, green backs (with and without
"A-2-6-5" back surcharges), a second design green back note
and three autograph varieties—Colby/Spinner, Allison/Spin-
ner and Allison/New—you arrive at 19 regular issues.

Proofs, printed uniface, i.e., on one side only, come with
the engraved signatures of Colby and Spinner, as well as
autographed signatures of that same pair. Also produced were
a rare Jeffries/Spinner variety and an even rarer Allison/Spin-
ner combination. Specimens, also printed in uniface, but
trimmed to "narrow margins" for possible incorporation on
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Sheet diagram showing position of letters.

Enlarged portion with "1" and "a."

fractional currency shields, were produced with an engraved
version of the Colby/Spinner signature combination as well
as an autographed one. In addition, autographed versions of
Jeffries/Spinner and Allison/Spinner are known, with the
Allison/Spinner extremely rare, two to three copies known.

An additional challenge in collecting Spinner notes is the
desire to find well-centered notes with bright surcharges. This
is not routine, as 126 yearS have elapsed since the last note in
this series was issued. Ink erosion on autograph varieties fur-
ther complicates the search for "choice" examples.

As a collector of modest means, I have chosen to fill in some
of the truly rare numbers with well circulated and thus less
costly examples such as F1330 and F1336—with the latter only
setting me back $12 through aBanknote Reporter ad. Some peo-
ple have no respect for lower condition rarieties given the in-
tense desire for "gem" examples among fractional collectors.
The budget oriented collector can take advantage of this; but
with theknowledge that such "bargain budget" notes will prob-
ably be much harder to sell at a later timethan the "gem" ones.

With any sort of resurgence in this area of collecting, how
ever, prices will have to skyrocket, as this material would be
almost impossible to come by with even a very small increase
in demand. Armed with the knowledge described here relative
to surcharges and position letters, you are now ready to pur-
sue Mr. Spinner in your own right but don't try to get your
Spinner notes from me, I had to look too hard for mine. ■

ASEBALL cards and paper money may not seem to
have a lot in common, but there is a little known base-
ball "card" issue which combines them. In 1962 the

Topps Company put out a specialty issue, "Baseball Bucks."
Each baseball buck came in its own 1 tt package of gum. There
were 96 bucks in the set, but the individual bucks were not
numbered.

The bucks were 3 3/4 by 1 5/, inches (see illustration 1) and
had to be folded to fit in the gum package, therefore truly un-
circulated bucks are not available. Cutting errors, such as
offcenter bucks, are very common.

The bucks are not very colorful, the basic paper color is
cream, with black designs and printing on the face, and green
designs and printing on the back.

The basic design of the bucks is:

Face: At the top the legend "Baseball Bucks"; under this, in the
center of the bill, is an oval picture of the featured player,
with his name under it; under that is the name of the player's
team and his position. To the right of the oval is a picture
of the player's home ball-park and to the left some statis-
tics about the player; under this is the player's facsimile
signature. The denomination of the buck in numbers is
shown on the four corners and under the statistics. (See
illustration 2.)

Back: At the top the legend "Baseball Bucks"; in the center the
denomination spelled out in letters; under this the legend
"Major League Stars"; to the right of the denominationn is
the player's team logo and to the left the logo of the team's
league, American or National. The denomination appears
in numbers at the four corners. (See illustration 3.)

The bucks were printed in three denominations: $1, $5 and
$10. Which players appeared on which denominations was
determined by someone in the Topps' organization. Most of
the players appeared on $1 bills, but a player like Gil Hodges,
for example, rated a $5 and Roger Mans appeared on a $10.

The Standard Catalog of Baseball Cards, 3rd edition, edited by
Jeff Kurowski, (Iola, WI: Krause Publications, 1992) reports
that a complete set of bucks (96) in near mint condition would

Illustration 1: The actual size of a $1 Baseball Buck is 33/4 by 1 5/s inches.
The buck pictures Los Angeles Dodger pitcher Don Drysdale. In 1962 he
only rated a $1 buck, but in 1984 he was admitted to the Baseball Hall of
Fame.
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